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possible the work is illustrated. Excursions to the factory,
museum, etc., slides, the cinema, are all used.
History must include " the chief events and facts in their
chronological order, with the characteristics of historical per-
sonages " (from the decree on the teaching of history and
geography published in May 1934). It is admitted that until
1934 history had been taught badly. Great efforts were being
made while I was there to improve history teaching and text-
books. As a separate subject history begins in Class 5. The
syllabus takes ancient history, beginning with primitive man,
and includes Greece.
Class 6, Roman history up to the Crusades.
Class 7, history of the Middle Ages up to, and including, the
English Revolution.
Class 8, the Industrial Revolution, the French Revolution.
In Classes S and 9 the courses in modern history and in the
history of the TJ.S.S.R. are continued on the basis of previous
work. The courses are taken separately.
In the teaching of history, excursions, art and drama, the
cinema and slides play a very important part. All history is
given the economic interpretation. Events are explained as
being influenced by, or resulting from, methods of labour and
production. The struggle for power by different groups is
emphasised.
Social Science. There have been far-reaching changes in the
teaching of social science, the aim being to eliminate the narrow,
prejudiced outlook, the very marked political propaganda which
would on occasion gloss over inaccuracies of fact when they did
not fit in with theory. The efforts to a more tolerant, wider, and
less biased outlook were generally evident. The following
syllabus, issued in 1935 for primary schools, is only a projected
one. The Primary and Secondary School Departo^at of
Narkorapros1 prefaces the syllabus thus: " Having ifcgaisi to
the absolutely correct criticisms received from teaehe^s out tiie
1 Commissariat of Education.

